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Three months can be a very long
time when a revolution is on the
roll and history is being made. On
January 7, French researchers
launched an internet petition
under the title Sauvons la
Recherche! (Let’s Save
Research!) asking the
government to unfreeze funds,
create new jobs and allow them a
say in the legislation to reform
science (Curr. Biol. (2004). 14,
R139). By April 7, the research
minister had been replaced, and
the reshuffled government had
given in to the immediate
demands of Sauvons la
Recherche (SLR). But the slow
and difficult work of reforming, or
even reinventing French research
still lies ahead. 
Not much moved until the end
of February. Against the
researchers’ threat of mass
resignation, research minister
Claudie Haigneré upheld her claim
that there was no problem at all.
Realising that something needed
to be done to break up this non-
dialogue, the president of the
Académie des Sciences, Étienne-
Émile Baulieu, swung into action.
As a pioneering researcher on
neurosteroids and inventor of the
abortion pill mifepristone (RU486),
Baulieu is widely known and
respected in France. On February
28 he called his deputy, Édouard
Brézin, and they agreed to step in
as a neutral party, without
involvement of the academy. Later
that day, Baulieu announced the
formation of a national committee
that would try to find solutions for
research. 
Meanwhile, the resignation of
thousands of institute directors
and group leaders from their
administrative duties went ahead
on March 9. A week later,
Baulieu’s national committee
(officially: Comité d’initiative et de
proposition, CIP, but more often
referred to as comité Baulieu-
Brézin) met for the first time. The
first reactions to Baulieu’s
announcement from both sides of
the conflict had been reserved,
but as soon as the committee was
set up, it quickly proved itself a
constructive force both in the
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The unprecedented revolt of French researchers has forced a
government U-turn on funding, but now all sides are called upon to build
a new future for the entire research system, as Michael Gross reports.
All quieter now: Demonstrations by researchers in Paris were the culmination of frustration over government policy on research. They
have forced the government to undertake a major rethink. (Picture: Associated Press.)
negotiations with the government
and in the democratic process
among researchers. After the first
meeting, both prime minister
Raffarin and SLR spokespersons
welcomed its contributions. 
The government reshuffle of
March 31 allowed Raffarin to
revise the government position.
Claudie Haigneré, a former
research scientist and astronaut,
who had failed to win the
researchers’ trust in this debate,
was replaced by François
d’Aubert, a more typical
representative of the French
political caste, with a string of
administration posts on his CV.
Within a week, d’Aubert and the
new education minister, François
Fillon announced the immediate
creation of 550 new jobs for
young researchers, and another
1050 university positions by the
end of the year. SLR spokesman
Alain Trautmann confirmed that
this move satisfied the immediate
demands of his movement. 
Thus, the immediate crisis has
been resolved, but there remains
the gigantic task of reforming the
research system, as many
observers feel that French
research is losing ground
internationally because of
fundamental structural problems.
On April 6, the Académie des
Sciences approved an official
report on the situation of publicly
funded research and its
competitiveness on the global
stage (‘Structure de la recherche
scientifique publique’, available to
download from www.academie-
sciences.fr). 
One of the key features of the
French system is the fact that
career researchers are hired at a
young age to civil-servant
positions with the national bodies
that run research institutes, like
the CNRS. While these positions,
which are filled in annual national
competitions, are highly desirable
for the individual researchers, they
also make the system inflexible
and hinder international
exchange. The government plans
to replace such positions with
short-term contracts were one of
the issues instigating the revolt. 
As a way to make the
employment system more flexible
without putting job security at
risk, the academy suggests to
remove the traditional separation
between research institutes and
universities, and to create a
combined pool of academic
personnel instead. Such a move
would make it easier to move staff
between research and teaching
appointments according to their
abilities and desires. For example,
young academics who are highly
productive in research could be
freed from teaching duties for a
certain number of years. Others,
who have lost the enthusiasm for
research but accumulated
experience worth sharing with the
next generation could be more
usefully employed in teaching. 
By the end of the year the
politicians will face the
biggest challenge: to build a
new, post revolutionary
world order for French
science
Currently, the researchers
around the country are debating
the situation in local committees
(called the États géneraux in the
tradition of the French
Revolution), for which the CIP has
set up an agenda of four main
areas:
* research and society
* organisation and funding
* status of research staff
* evaluation
Preliminary proceedings show
that at the grass roots, there is a
lot of idealism, mixed with
concern over the future of truly
independent research. 
Similarly, a group of researchers
publishing under the pseudonym
Hélène Cherrucresco has voiced
the fear that a think tank called
Conseil Stratégique de
l’innovation (CSI) set up by the
biotech lobby may be trying to
undermine the freedom of
fundamental research, pushing
the government to use public
funds for research that benefits
industry. The fact that the new
research minister, François
d’Aubert, has been a member of
the CSI, doesn’t do much to allay
such worries. Last year, the CSI
submitted a list of suggestions for
reforms of the research apparatus
to the government, but without
publishing details. CSI president
Philippe Pouletty, an entrepreneur
with several biotech start-ups to
his name, specified in interviews
that the suggestions called for
substantial funding increases both
for fundamental and applied
research, along with new
allocation structures with broad
remits, modelled on the British
research councils.
While everybody may not be
quite as idealistic as the
researchers who constitute the
SLR grassroots, the current level
of media attention and vigilance
from the researchers who are now
more highly politicised than ever
will act as safeguards against any
misappropriation of public
research funds. For instance, the
SLR will follow next year’s budget
talks very closely, to ensure that
the politicians keep their promises
this time. 
The current democratic
process, which will funnel
researchers’ opinions from the
États géneraux via the Baulieu-
Brézin committee through to the
government, is a unique chance
for scientists to participate in the
reform process of the public
bodies that employ them. All
sides have now agreed that the
combined conclusions of these
discussions will be presented to
the government in November. On
May 27, the local committees
have for the first time agreed to a
central reunion with the CIP and
SLR, which mainly served to
clarify further proceedings. By
the time of the next national
meeting in mid-September, the
local groups should have
finalised their discussions,
allowing the CIP two months time
to sum up and produce the final
document. 
By the end of the year, the
politicians will face the biggest
challenge: to build a new, post-
revolutionary world order for
French science.
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